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Scope

To provide quality assurance for all Surveys by editing shoppers’ answers and scoring shoppers’  feeds 
against criteria built into each Survey. 

Scoring is the last quality assurance checkpoint before Surveys are delivered to RBG clients. 
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Scoring Responsibilities

● Scoring and Finalizing Surveys for assigned clients, includes, but is not limited to: 
o Verifying the correct location and that all Guidelines were followed
o Ensuring consistency between the narrative and question portions of a Survey
o Ensuring proper spelling, grammar, etc.
o Removing/editing subjective and/or improper descriptions/opinions
o Scoring the recorded  based on Guideline criteria
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Scoring KPI’s

Scorers are measured on client turn time and accuracy for written shops, therefore Surveys should be 
scored and finalized within turn time for the shop date (NOT the date listed under “Due” in our system).
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General Scoring Information

● There are a few clients that are shared among multiple scorers. Priority for scoring these Surveys is 
based on the shop date. Once a scorer clicks “Review”, that scorer is now digitally assigned to that 
shop and is held responsible for scoring (i.e., no cherry-picking shops). If another scorer is already 
working on a Survey, a warning window will pop up letting you know that someone else is currently 
reviewing that Survey.  Close the pop-up window and browser tab for that Survey and do not 
change anything.

● As new opportunities/assignments become available, an email will be sent describing the client, the 
frequency of shops and the pay per shop. Upon acceptance of a new assignment, the Scorer is 
responsible for downloading the Guidelines to become familiar with what is expected for that shop.
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Basic Definitions

Surveys/Shops: The reports submitted by shoppers for review by scorers. 
Narrative: Written responses from shoppers, found in text boxes throughout the survey. 
Guidelines: The instructions/script to shoppers on how to conduct the shop. 
QA Scorer Guidelines: Scorer instructions in a teal green box at the top of a Survey.
Completed: our system status of Surveys that are ready to score.
Incomplete: our system status of Surveys that require more work by the shopper.
Reviewed: our system status of Surveys that require investigation by the CSM.
CSM: Customer Success Manager (account manager) at RBG.
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Getting Started in our system

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 1:  GO TO the our system Login 
Page and CLICK Admin Login.

STEP 2:  ENTER Login Name & Password 
provided by RBG, then click Go.

STEP 3:  CLICK Logs (located at the top of 
the screen).
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Running the “Hold B” Report, Sorting by Date

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 1:  SELECT All or a specific survey form or client [for this example it’ll be Stripes: 
ALL] using the drop down menu under “Survey”.
STEP 2:  SELECT Hold B using the drop down menu under “Show Status”.
STEP 3:  SELECT Shop using the drop down menu adjacent to “Also Show”.
STEP 4:  CLICK the green GO button.
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Running the “Hold B” Report, Sorting by Date

STEP 5
STEP 6

STEP 5:  CLICK the up arrow on the shop date column to sort from oldest to newest. 
STEP 6:  CLICK Review to open the Survey in a new window.

NOTE:  When you 
click on “Review”, the 
color of the survey, as 
it appears in the logs, 
will change color from 
yellow/white to red.  
Red indicates that 
another scorer is 
addressing the 
survey.
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Running the “Hold B” Report, Sorting by Date

NOTE: If another Scorer is already scoring a Survey when you open it, this pop-up and 
warning message will appear. Close the Survey window immediately without scoring.
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Locating a Specific Survey

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 1:  SELECT All using the drop down menu under “Survey.”
STEP 2:  ENTER the our system ID in the search box under “ID 
#.”
STEP 3:  SELECT nothing in the drop menu under “Show Status”
STEP 4:  SELECT Shop in the drop menu under “Also Show”
STEP 5:  CLICK Go
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Scoring a Survey

CLICK Download Guidelines to familiarize yourself with the instructions that were given to the shopper. 
READ any Scoring Notes (in the purple  box). These are Survey-specific notes to be aware of as you 
score the shop. 
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Scoring a Survey

Click to open the Shopper 
Guidelines

Scoring Notes
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Scoring a Survey

Click on image to 
enlarge

Verify the address

VERIFY address, date, and time against the receipt image and/or phone call attached to the 
Survey.  
NOTE: All receipt images MUST be clear and upright; rotate if needed and CLICK Save. 
PDFs can only be rotated in your PDF viewer; no need to save.
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Scoring a Survey

Verify date and time.
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Scoring a Survey

CLICK Spell Check All to scan the entire document for spelling errors. This does not identify 
wrong words, e.g., “form” when they meant “from.”
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Finalizing a Survey

STEP 1

STEP 2

Under Scorer Info...
STEP 1:  ENTER the date you Finalized the survey.
STEP 2:  ENTER your last name.
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Finalizing a Survey

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Under Reviewer Controls…
STEP 3:  SELECT Finalized as the Shop Status.
STEP 4:  ENTER your initials in Finalized By.
STEP 5:  CLICK on Update Survey
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Sending Surveys to Reviewed

In some cases you may not be able to finalize a Survey and you need someone at RBG to Review 
it before you proceed. When this occurs you can change the status to Reviewed. Before sending 
the Survey to Reviewed, complete and submit a Scoring Issue form.  Note in the comment box 
that a Scoring Issue form was submitted.  Once the issue has been resolved by the appropriate 
personnel, an email will be sent to you in response to the form you submitted letting you know 
how to proceed with the survey.
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Sending Surveys to Reviewed

STEP 1:  SUBMIT a completed scoring issue mailer.  
Use this template.

support@realitybasedgroup.com

Subject: Client - Shopper - Behavior/Script/Editing 

For example: 
Subject: Stripes: R. Sow - Behavior

In the body of the email 
Client:
Scorer Last Name:
Shopper:
Shop ID:
Description of the Issue:
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Sending Surveys to Reviewed

STEP 2

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 3

STEP 2:  SELECT Reviewed as the Shop 
Status.
STEP 3:  ADD your initials in Reviewed By. 
STEP 4:  ENTER your comments/questions  in 
the comments section. Include the date and 
your initials (e.g., “5/22 GS - The shopper did 
not verbalize the expiration dates.  Submitted 
a Scoring Issue.”).
STEP 5:  CLICK Update Survey. 
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Congratulations

You’re Ready to Score!
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